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During the past decade a.n increasing volume of literature
has reflec~ed the widespread interest o£ educators and habilita-
tion counselors in prevocational and vocational training of the
mentally retarded adolescent.
If the sohool is ~o achieve ita educational objectives,
it must not only be responsible for teaching of academics, but
a180 for the individual's personal, social, vocational growth,
developaent, and adjustment. Vocational training should be
thought of ae a general training in habits, attitudes and skills
which are desirable in an employee. Such traits as, punctuality,
getting along with peers and employer, responsibility in follow-
ing directions and accountability o~ completing the task most
strongly effect performance. A prevocational or vocational pro-
gram should develop skills and attitudes which will enable the
.entally retarded adolescent to become an efficient employee.
The mentally retarded generally have decreased ability in
the trans£erence of learning from school to out-of-school living.
There£ore, the mentally retarded adolescent requires much more
assistance to span the gap between classroom experience and experi-
ences they will face as persistent life situations arise. In order
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to accomplish this a prevocational prograa should be designed to
provide the kinds of learning situations that the aentally retard-
ed adolescent will face once he is placed in a work-a-day setting.
Current development in research has shown a new surge of
learning techniques. Such techniques are labelled as behavior
therapy, behavior m.odification, reinforcement therapy or operant
conditioning. Investigators with the mentally retarded have
found this sort of therapy of great value. Reinforcement therapy
has succeeded in increasing the mentally reta.rded individual's
performance where other methods have tailed.
Review of Literature and Discussion of Techniques
Reinforcement therapy as a means to behavior modification
is not a new technique. The problem of usage has been one of a
lack of definition and a systematic application of curren~ learn-
principles, Mazik, MacNamara, 1965; Travers, Ried and Van Wagen,
1966. Research has shown that it behavior principles are clearly
delineated and utilized in the systematic training of human beings,
performance becomes more efteetive , Watson, 1965.
During the last few years the concept of reinforceaent has
had a substantial impact on learning theories. For the purpose of
this study reinforcement principles need defining. The primary
principle of reinforcement therapy basically dictate. that a reward
be given for certain response 80 that the probability of that same
response recurring will be increased. Giving of praise or 80m8-
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thing of value when a person has effectively performed a given
task are examples. Immediacy of reward i8 considered a basic
part of reinforcement, since it may a£fect intermi ttent behavior
between the response and the reward, Mazik, MacNamara, 1965.
Reinforcement may be given in two ways: continuous and
intermittent. Continuous reint'orcemen't refers to reward given to
a subject each time an appropriate response ocours. Intermittent
rein~orc.ment refers to a periodic reward. Essentially there are
two types of intermittent reinforcements: interval reinforcement
or ratio reinforcement. Intermittent reinforcement may be given
at a fixed 'time, (interval reinforcement) that is, "every Monday
I'll oheck your work," or it may be af'ixed ratio, (ra.tio rein-
£orcell.ent) namely, t'whenever you have finished a work unit, I'll
check what you have done." Such reinforcement given periodically
to the subject establishes and maintains responses of greatest
strength, Aaa.nson, Bijou and Capoedi, 1959.
Types of reinforcement are generally referred to as being
positive or negative, Skinner, 1953. A positive reintoreement is
a stimulus which when added to a situation strengthens the proba-
bilityof an operant response, such as, tood, water, or sexual
contact. A ne9a~ive reinforcement is a stimulus Which, when re-
moved from a 8itua~ion strengthens the probability of an operant
response, such as, a loud noise, a very bright light, extreme
heat or cold, Hilgard and Bower, 1966.
A simple and cursory explanation of reinforcement prin~
ciples has been given. Yet, one cannot conclude that it is 1he
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"point of no return" to behavior modification. Certainly, in all
learning theories one aust consider the e:ftects of 'texpectancytt
and tfiaitation", and the role thes. two theories play in modifying
appropriate behavior and the effect they have on per£ormance.
According to expectancy theory the "1"Jehavior of a person is deter-
mined not only by the nature or importance of the reinforcement
value, but also by the person's anticipation or expectancy that
these goals will occur.'· Rotter, 1954, p.102. Several res.arch
studies have shown the use of Rotter'. Bxpectancy theory, Kliebhan,
Sister Joanne Marie, 1966. The impact of such a theory on motor
performance tasks o~ the Dl8ntallyretarded cannot be ignored.
"Imitation "theory is concerned with observational learning -- the
tendency of a person to reproduce the actions, attitude. or
emotional responses exhibited by real life or symbolized models",
Kliebhan, Sister Joanne Marie, 1966, p. 102. "In imitation learn-
ing, behavior patterns are typioa.lly acquired in their entirety
the learner reproduces the model's entire response pattern",
Kliebhan, Sister Joanne Marie, 1966, p. 3. Miller and Dollard
indicate that these theories are e~tectiv. as a condition ot
learning and thus modifies behavior. For the purpose of this
study such theories are of tremendous value.
In recent years widespread interest in the developll8nt
ot greater opportunities tor the mentally retarded has led to a
modified forti o-L education to as.ist in the fullest the develop-
ment of the subject's capacities. It should be recognized that
anyprogralll concerned wi"th training must also be oriented or
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related to the vocational, social, psychological and educational
needs of the mentally retarded adolescent. Investigation of
these needs have been reported in literature by Kolst08, 1961;
Jaoobs and Weingold, 1967.
To more favorably increase the odds of fitting ~he right
person to the right job, and 80 to aid the mentally retarded
adolescent in the acquisition of simple manual skills, a pre-
vocational training program. should be developed. Development of
such a technique will help in the investigation of mentally re-
tarded adolescent's potential in gainful activity.
Statement o~ the Problem
It has been .found in several studies, Stevenson and
Pirojnikoft, 1958; Steigman and Stevenson, 1960, that different
pre-training schedules result in general response tendencies
which facilitate performance. The purpose of the present study
was ~o determine if performance of a selected group of mentally
retarded adolescents can be influenced by prevooational training
utilizing reinforcement therapy techniques.
Several questions are raised. First, whether the in-
vestigator is able to study and delineate behavior characteri8t-
ics of the selected .entally retarded adolescents. Second,
whether behavior can be modi:tied by prevoc:ational training
utilizing a reinforcement therapy program. Third, whether pre-




A description o~ subjects; subjects' psychodiagnostic
profile; the general design of the experiment; a description
of experimental projects; and methods :tollow:
The Subjects
The subjects were eight mentally retarded adolescent
boys. Five are living on CUlpus, Saint Coletta SChool 'Lor
Exceptional. Chilrfzen, .leifer.on, Wisconsin. Three "day-hops"
are living at home.
Etiologically, the subjects classified as taailial and
mongoloid types of retardation according to the AAMD clas.iti-
cation system, Heber, 1961.
IQ.wise, the subjects tall into the educable classifi-
cation, Heber, 1961, but due to learning, Jlaturation, perfor...
ance and social adjust1lent, were not placed in the regular
educable classroom system. The subjects were a ••igned to the
"A" and "Btt non-academe secondary level.
6
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All eight subjects were free fro. gross motor, sensory,
and emotional disturbances.
Psychodiagnostic Profile of Subjects
It is particularly relevant in the present study to have
a clear picture ot the eight selected retarded adolescent boys
who took part in the experimental "Reinforcement Therapy Program".
It is help~ul to study selected individual cas•• which may con-
tribute to an understanding of some o~ the reasons Why success
mayor may not have been achieved with certain individuals.
A brief Psychodiagnostic Pro~il. ot subjects are here
presented for this purpose.
CASE 1 (C.A. 14-3; 1.Q. 57)
A.A. has a friendly, outgoing manner combined with politeness
which helps him to Blake a good iDJPre••ion on others in the group.
Verbally A.A. is quite high and has ability to immediately re-
call, but his mind quickly wanders off to something else. He is
able to elaborate extensively and gives the impression of having
lIlOre intelligence than he aeasured on a test. A.A. was given the
Hand and Tool Dexterity Test, the Minnesota Rate of Manipulation
Test, and the Purdue Pegboard Test. On all three tests A.A.
scored quite low. It was clearly seen that A.A.'s attitude toward
the task at hand was poor, his quality and quantity of pertoraance
was also very poor. Comprehension, understanding and following
directions was scored poor. A.A.' s distractibili-ty and frus-
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tration level was extremely low. When A.A. was highly DlOtivated,
it was seen that he performed much better. A.A. is an overpro-
tected youngster, who has never been given personal responsibil-
ity.
(C.A. 15-11; I.Q. 56)
B.B. is a "mild" mongoloid, hyperactive, well-mannered and
pleasant. Socially, B.B. is very immature; due to this fact, he
does not get along with some o:t his cla8811ates. IQ-wise, B.B.
rates 56, which is educable material. B.B.'. learning and compre-
hension is fair, but due to hie inconsistency, one would tend to
rate him poor. He has a very short attention span and is easily
dis~racted. Hi. language behavior and communicability are mark-
edly impaired; due to this fact, he becoaes irritable, aggress-
ive and completely :frustrated, which adds much to his behavioral
proble•• in and out of school. It was seen on the Hand and Tool
Texterity Test, the Minnesota Rate ot Manipulation Test, and the
Purdue Pegboard Test that B.8. can best pert'orm. jobs that require
manu&,l dexterity.
CASB III (C.A. 15-9; I.Q. 65)
J.B. is higher in level o~ capability, intelligence and social
maturity than most of the other boys in the program. Verbally,
j.B. i8 quite high. He posse.ses an "1 know it alIt' attitude,
and loves to exhibit his knowledge before the group; here he
excels knowing he has the attention of the entire group. The
ttl know it all" attitude is disliked by the other members, and
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»mY DO NOT HESITATE TO LET HIM KNOW. Due to his hyperactivity,
J.B. has a very low attention span, Which adds aucb to his be-
havioral problems in a elassroom situation. His visual memory
and ...ory span was low. I twas dlearly seen in the Hand and Tool
Dexterity Test, the Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test, and the
Purdue Pegboard Test that J .B. t S comprehension, understanding
directions were fair, but his concentration, recall and following
directions were rated poor. J.R. begins a given task enthusiastic-
ally, but becomes bored within minutes; results, task hurriedly
done, quality and qua.ntity of performance is poor. J.B. is quite
a leader in spite of the £act that he is an exhibitionist.
CASE IV-- (C.A. 15-8; I.Q. SO)
D.C. is a frightened, contused, passive and somewhat withdrawn
youngster. His speech was rambling and circumstantial, and sug-
gested only a very tangential relationship with reality. He gives
the impression of living in a private world. and only very infre-
quently coming out for contact with others. D.C. was slow moving,
slow thinking, speech markedly impaired, all of which gives a
vivid impression o~ dullness. In the Hand and Tool Dexterity
Test, the Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test, and the Purdue Peg-
board Test, D.C.'s performance was very poor. His comprehension,
understanding and recalling directions were poor; manipulation of
tools, eye-hand coordination poor. His finger dexterity, es-
peeially in the right hand, was extremely poor. His sense of
directions is practically tlni 1" • With regards to his performance,
he would try to do what was expected of him, but his abilities
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were very limited, and therefore, became extremely frustrated •
.~~ (C.A. 16-1; 1.Q. 76)
J .G. is one of the brightest boys in the program, exci.table,
generous and cheerful. He ie ;functioning in a 1IOderately men ...
tal level, and has been placed in special education because of
limited academ.ic progress and an unresponsiveness to classroom
situations. One is impressed by the rapidity with whioh he
learns his tasks, and the quality and quantity of his perform-
ance. His excellent performance was shown clearly in the Hand
and Tool Dexterity Test, the Minnesota Rate 0'£ Manipulation Test,
and the Purdue Pegboard Test. J.G.'s effort, concen~ration, co.-
prehension, recall, understanding and following directions were
excellent. His coordination, especially around his hands and
wrists, is extremely weak. J.G. lacks leadership; he is not
enthusiastic and needs a great deal of m.otivation. He certainly
underestimates his capabilities. Due to a slight speech defect,
J.G. withdraws himself from most of the group.
(C.A. 16-3; I.Q. 59)
D.H. is a quiet, passive, and a soaewhat wi thdrawn youngster. He
tries to isolate himself froll. others in the program due to a
severe speech defect. Being difficult to communicate, he shies
away from tasks that demand any verbal ability. D.H. would
rather work alone; this is due to the fact of his markedly im-
paired speech, and not because he is socially incompatible.
D.H.'s ~ore8 on the Hand and Tool Dexterity Test, the Minnesota
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Rate ot Manipulation Test, and the Purdue Pegboard Test were
rated as very good, especially in effort and concentration. His
co.prehension, recall, understanding and following directions
were :lair. D.H. works at a slow, but steady pace, and his per-
tor1UJ1ce is good, both in quality and quantity•.*.He is very co-
operative and willing to help anyone in need.
~ VII (C.A. 13-3; I.Q. 55)
D.K. is an excitable, carel••• , moody, but generous youngster.
Hi. parrot-like actions cause D.K. many behavioral problem.. He
imitat•• his IIOdel to perfection, yet is unaware of doing so.
Though D.K. has a slight speech detect, verbally he i8 high. He
lacks perception and has a very short ...ory and attention span.
Hi. endurance and perforaance on a 9ivan task was rated poor. It
was vividly ••en in the Hand and Tool Dexterity Test, the Minne-
sota ~at. of Manipulation Test, and the Purdue Pegboard Test that
D.K. t. concentration, comprehension, recall, understanding and
following directions were very poor. Due to the fact that D.K.
is extra..ly distracted, he 108e8 intereat in a given task within
ainutes. He works hurriedly and without thiqing of what he is
doing just to get the task done. D.K.'. quality and quantity of
performance were poor. O.K. la.cks personal initiative and re-
sponsibility. D.K. ne.ds constant supervision.
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~ VIII (C.A. 14-9; I.Q. 54)
.1.5. ia a so..what frail, generou.s, cheerful but excitable young-
ster. He has a marked speech detect, nevertheless, this does not
prevent hi. to.peak out whenever he has the opportunity. Once
a routine is set up tor hi., he::~works wi th little instruction.
He is cooperative and willing to perform. any task that is given
to him. Socially J.S. get. along with his group, and relates
well to hi. peer.. On. the Hand and Tool Dexterity Test, the
Minnesota Rate o-L Manipulation Test and the Purdue Pegboard
Teat, J .5. rated very good. His coaprehension, recall, under-
standing andtollowing direction. were good. 3.5. bas a good
memory span, but i. primarily liaited to performance tasks with
skills presented by visual techniques. J.S. needs realistic and
meaningful planning it he is to succeed in manual trainino. His
negative approach caue•• 1I8J1y behavioral probl_.
Bxperimental Design
An experim.ental group was formed consisting ot eight
selected aentally retarded adolescent boys in the "Att and "B"
non-acadeaie secondary level, Saint Coletta School for Excep-
tional Children, Jefferson, Wisconsin. Five residential stu-
dents living on campus, three living at home.
Experimental Projects
Woodworking projects were selected as the medium of
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experience. The projects were prograDlDled according to the
subjects' level of development and achieve.ent.
Three distinct woodworking projects were involved; (1)
a marble galle (basic project); (2) a shoe shine box (individual
project); (3) a chest and seat (group project).
SUbjects were assigned to work benches labelled work
bench #1, work bench #2, work bench #3 and work bench #4. The
8ubjects were not randomly assigned to their work benches, but
in a specific order that would place a slow perforaer with a
fast pertorm~
At each work bench basic tools, such &S, a pencil, ruler,
haaaer, .a., screw driver and square were placed in order ot se-
quence depending on the given task. Addi tional tools were added
when needed.
Stock (wood materials) to be used to construct each pro-
ject was placed ona long table labelled nstock and project
bench". The nam•• of the subjects were af~ixed to the stock and
project bench, 80 that the subjects would have easy access to
the stock needed for the construction of their speci£ic project.
In the middle of the work shop, dividing the stUdy areas
trom the work area, was placed a long desk labelled "students'
desk during demonstration l •••on". Each subject was assigned 'to
a .pecific place at the study desk during prevocational training
demonstration l •••ons.
At each study desk was placed a folder containingl (1)
pictures of basic tools indicating the naae of the tool, its
14
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parts and its proper usage; (2) a daily and weekly work and
reward record sheet. The daily and weekly work and reward
record sheet served to: (I) evaluate appropriate behavior; (2)
reinforce appropriate behavior; (3) have before the subject
his daily and weekly progress.
On the bulletin board, at the rear of the work shop,
.ere placed a daily and weekly expectancy schedule. The schedule
consisted of two record sheets labelled: (1) points you have
earned this week, (2) what will you earn next week? These
schedules were broken down to daily earnings. At the end o£ the




The project.• were programmed by "the investigator in
accordance to the subjects' level of development and achievement.
For the purpose of this study the following reinforcement tech-
nique was used:
At each desk were placed individual work folders contain-
ing basic assignments for the one hour regular shop cia•• period
in prevocational training, a180 a copy of the subjects' daily
1. Sample, Appendix B.
2. Sa.mple, Appendix A.
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and weekly !S?!!. and reward record.
At the assigned time, 2:30 P.M., the door was opened and
the subjects were p~rJlitted entry. During the tirst meeting the
subjects .ere a••igned to their ~ific places. Once at their
assigned desks the investigator exp,lained the procedure they
would follow during the four weeks of the program.
Upon entry and without any directions from t.he investi-
gator, the sUbjects iaaediately proceeded to the "apron closet",
put on their aprons, rolled up their .l.ev•• J went to the stock
bench and got the stock needed for the construction of the first
project, placed their .took at their a ••igned workbeDdh, and
proceeded to their a.signed study desk. These steps indicated
that the subjects .ere ready for work, and .ere immediately
rewarded a penny, at which time the investigator marked their
work and reward record with a diagonal sign (/). As the invest-
igator gave the reward, he would ask one of the group, "do you
know Why you received a penny?" If the subject answered cor-
rectly, immediately the investigator would give him an additional
penny, thus reinforcing the subjects to be alert the next day.
Atter rewarding the subjects for their readiness to work,
3
the investigator i_diately began his deaonstration le.son.
The inv••tigator was caret'ul not to be garrulous and put aore
eaphasia on demonstration. The demonstration les.on consisted
of ten to fift.en minute. in woodworking skills. Bach lesson
taught involved the identification and proper usage of a specific
tool or 'tools and .hop safety. A prevocational demonstration
3. Sample. Appendix C.
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l ••son emphasized the tool or tool. and woodworking skills to
be used in constructing a given project.
Once the investigator finished the prevocational demon-
stration le••on, the subjects took their work assignment folders,
and proceeded ima.diately to their work benches to begin working
on a given project. At this ti.. the investigator gave no further
directions. Incas. ot an individual needing help, the investi-
gator went to his bench and again explained the procedure.
Primary e1lphasis was focused on: ( 1) comprehension; ( 2)
recall; (3) under.~andin9 directions; (4) following directions;
(5) classroom behavior; (6) cooperation; (7) safety conscious;
(8) job completion.
The investigator immediately rewa~ded appropriate be~
havior as be marked the work sheet. Wrong tasks were not check-
ed in any way on the record sheet; this ~~rved as a basis ~or
individual teaching in order that the subject understand and
perform appropriately.
Act the end of the prevocational training class period,
the subjects' work and reward record was reviewed and proble..
discus.ed. At this ti.. the investigator would say, "you did
just great today-but I a.sure you can earn aore tOllOrrow.
How IIIlny points do you think you will be able to earn toaorrow1"
At this tim. the investigator marked the SUbjects- expectancy
schedule.
During the prevocational cIa•• period it was pO.8tble
tor the subject to earn nine pennies and addi'tional pennies when
correct answers to ~cific questions were given.
17
The above method was used by the investigator throughout





the present chapter deals with the results of testing
the hypothesis relative to the pre.ent study, e.g., !2. deter-
mine !! performance 2!. !.selected group 2! mentally retarded
adolescent boys can E!. influenced !?l prevocational training
utilizing ~r.intorce..nt technique.
The findings are pre.en~ed in this chapter under the
following headings: (1) description of subjects; (2) col-
lective data of the four weeks of experiaent;(3) comparison
ot the SUbjects' aspiration level and pert'orll8.nce; (4) per-
formance comparison o~ the eight subjects; (5) swmary.
De8cription ot Subjects
The subjects for the present study were eight mentally
retarded adol••cent boy. I.Q. ranging between SO - 76. Chrono-
logically, they .ere between 13 - 3 a'1 16 - .3 years of age.
18
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The eight mentally retarded subjects were enrolled at Saint
Coletta School tor Exceptional Children, Je£fersOD, Wisconsin,
during the fiscal school year o£ 1968. Five of which were
resident students and three day-hops living at hOlle.
IQ.wise the subjects tall into the educable cla8siLi-
cation, Heber, 1961, but due to learning, maturation, per£orlll-
ance and social adjustment, were assigned to a non-academic
trainable class. Taking into account individual differences,
the investigator felt they were ideal subjects for the present
study.
Collective Data
The eight mentally retarded adolescent boys constructed
the experimental projects under aimilar condi tions : (1) a ten
to fifteen ainute prevocational demonstration lesson each day
during the four weeks of experi.ent; (2) followed by a project-
construction work period. At this time the investigator
:focused his attention on: (1) ready to work; (2) comprehension;
(3) recall I (4) understanding direc~n; (5) following direc-
tions; (6) classroom behavior; (7) cooperation; (8) safety
conscious; (9) assignment completed.
The following data was compiled froaresults of the
SUbject t .. daily a.nd weekly work and reward record, and the sub-
ject's aspira.tion level schedule.
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AA'. &!piration level indicated the following score.:
(1) first week, 20; (2) second week, 23; (3) third week, 34;
(4) fourth week, 3.5.
AA'a actual scores in performance were: (1) first week,
14 points; (2) secOtld week, 15 points; (3) third week, 21 points;
(4) fourth week, 16 points.
The above scores indicated success in the following:
(1) ready to work; (2) cla••room behavior; (3) cooperation.
~ll
BBts a!piration level indicated the ~ollowin9 scores:
(1) first week, 32 pointe; (2) second week, 35 points; (3)
third week, 35 points; (4) fourth week, 3S points.
BB's actual scores in performance were: (1) first week,
28 points; (2) second week, 29 points; (3) third week, 34 points;
(4) fourth week, 34 points.
The above scores indicated success in the following:
(1) ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) understanding
directions; (4) following directions; (5) classroom behavior;
(6) cooperation; (7) sa:tety conscious; (8) a••ignaen"t completed.
JB'. aspiration level indicated the following scores:
(1) first week, 34 points; (2) second week, 38 points; (3)
third week, 40 points; (4) fourth week, 45 points.
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JB's actual scores in perforaance were: (1) £irst week,
32 points; (2) second week, 36 points; (3) third week, 38
points, (4) fourth week, 45 points.
The above scores indicated succe.s in the following:
(1) ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) recall; (4) under~
standing directions; (3) following directions; (6) classroom
behavior; (7) cooperation; (8) safety conscious; (9) assign-
ment completed.
CASE !y
DC's aspiration level indicated the following scores:
(1) first week, 26 points; (2) second .eek, 37 points; (3)
third week, 36 points; (4) ~ourth week, 28 points.
DC's actual scores in p!rforma.nce were: (1) first
week, 18 points; (2) second week, 20 points; (3) third week,
18 points; (4) four"th week, 19 points.
The above scor•• indicated success in the following:
(1) ready to work; (2) classroom behavior; (3) safety conscious.
JG's aspiration level indicated the following scorea:
(1) first week, 24 points; (2) second week, 34 points; (3)
third week, 3S points; (4) fourth week, 38 points.
JG'. actual Boore. in p.r~ormanee were: (1) first
week, 20 points; (2) second week, 28 points; (3) third week,
28 points; (4) fourth week, 36 points.
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The above scores indicated success in the £ollowing:
(1) ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) recall; (4) under-
standing directions; (5) following directions; (6) classroom
behavior; (7) safety conscious; (8) cooperation; (9) &88ign-
ment completed.
DH's aspiration level indicated the 'lollowingscores:
(1) first week, 35 points; (2) second week, 38 points; (3)
third week, 40 points; (4) fourth week, 36 points.
DHts actual scores in performance were: (1) first week,
32 points; (2) second week, 36 points; (3) third week, 36 points;
(4) fourth week, 34 points.
The above scores indicated success in the following: (1)
ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) recall; (4) understanding
directions; (5) following directions; (6) classroom behavior;
(7) safety conscious; (8) assignment completed.
CASB VII.......... -
OK'. aspiration level indicated the following scores:
(1) :first week, 20 poin'ts; (2) second week, 36 points; (3) third
week, 34 points; (4) ~ourth week, 34 points.
OK'a actual scores in p!rformance were: (1) first week,
17 points; (2) second week, 34 points; (3) third week, 32
points; (4) fourth week, 33 points.
The above scores indicated success in the ~ollowing:
(1) ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) recall; (4) under-
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standing directions; (5) following directions; (6) classroom
behavior; (7) cooperation; (8) as.ignment completed.
CASB n!!.
JS's aspiration level indicated the following scores:
(1) first week, 30 pointe; (2) second week, 41 points; (3) third
week, 38 points; (4) fourth week, 34 points.
JS'. actual scores in pertormance were: (1) first week,
20 points; (2) second week, 37 points; (3) third week, 36 points;
(4) fourth week, 38 points.
The above scores indica~ed succe•• in the ~oDbwino:
(1) ready to work; (2) comprehension; (3) recall; (4) under-
standing directions; (5) following directions; (6) cla••rooa
behavior; (7) sdety conscious; (8) assignment completed.
Comparison of the Subjects Aspiration Level and Actual Pexforaance
On various occasions the investigator indicated that the
results showed the subjects' aspiration level to be a significant
factor inf'luencing high succes. in perforaance, Chapter II and
IV. Inveatigating the eflect of aspiration level (goal .catting)
was not the purpose of thie study, yet the investigator could
not ignore its tremendous value and the important role this
technique played in the overall picture o£ the investigation.
The investigator presents in Table I a comparison of
the subjects' aspiration level and actual p!rt'or1l8.nce.
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TABLB I
CClCPARISCtf OF tHIS SUBJBCTS' ASPlRATt(J'( LBYBL AND A.CTUAL Jl'BRPORMANCB
(FOURWDKS C1l' 8XPBRtM1INT)
Aspiration Level Actual Performance
2nd 3rd 4~h l.~ 2nd 3rd 4~h
Ca•• I 20 23 34 35 14 15 21 16
ea.. II 32 35 3S 35 28 29 34 34.
Ca.. III .u 38 40 45 32 36 38 4S
C.... IV 26 37 36 28 18 20 18 19
ease V 24 34 35 38 20 28 28 36
ea.. VI " 38 -40. 36 32 36 3,6 34
C... VII 20 36 34 .u 11 u 32 33
ea•• VIII 30 41 38 34 28 31 36 38
Perlol1l&Dce CoIIpariaoraot Subject.
R••"lote ot the pZ-."D' .tudy indicate that pertoaaance of
a ..lect.,d group of ..ntally retarded adole1lCe"t boy. can be
int'luenced by prevocational training utili.sing a rein!orC81l8R.t
technique.
In Figure I the investigator graphically presents a
comparison of the mentally retarded subjects' actual perform-
ance scores, results of prevocational training and reinforce-
ment. It i. interesting to note how close the subjects' actual
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The present study points to three variable influencing
~tormance of the eight selected mentally retarded adolescent
boys: (1) prevocational training period utilizing a reinforce~
.ent ~eehnique; (2) subjects' daily and weekly a~iration level
(goal sets); (3) imitation of a model (in the present study the
investigator himself and one of the assigned working partners).
The investigator presents the :following observations
drawn from the graphs in Figure I.
1. Following a prevocational training period utilizing
a reinforoement technique, there was a marked increase (high
success) in performance in all cases except I and IV. The
investigator cannot ignore the fact that -there was in case I
and IV a.light increase.
2. Six out of eight subjects were realis1:ic in their
goal setting_ Figure I indicates how close performance scores
are to aspiration scores. In case I and IV unrealistic goal
sets are shown. There.ult of a realistic goal set indicated
high success.
3. In the present study it was stated that the subjects
were not randomly as.igned working partners. The investigator
saw it feasible to U8e an imitation technique, though this is not
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the purpose of the present study throughout the four weeks of
experiment. 1111tation proved to be a signifioant factor influ-
encing performance.
CHAPTBR IV
RBSULTS (It SPECIFIC RBSEARCH QUESTIQtlS
This chapter presents the results of investigating
specific research questions pertinent to the present study
posed by the investigator.
1. Whether the investigator is able to study and
delineate behavior characteristics related"to perforaance
of the selected mentally retarded adolescent boys?
In answer to, this question the investigator eDlployed
ob.ervation, cumulative records and testing, such as, (1)
Hand and Tool Dexterity; (2) Minnesota Rate of Manipulation;
(3) Purdue Pegboard. tbese techniques resulted in the in-
formation which enabled the investigator to make the follow-
ing observations.
(A week be:fore the experimental progra.a was put into
ef:fec-t, the eight selected aental1y retarded adolescent boys
were given the above tests under similar condi tiona. )
The investigator observed the following ratings on
per'Lormance:
(1) none of the subjects rated excellent in effort; two
rated good; two rated fair; and four rated poor.
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(2) none of the subjects rated excellent in coeerehension;
one rated good; four rated fair; and three rated poor.
(3) none of the subjects rated excellent in recall;
two rated good; two rated fair; and four rated poor.
(4) none of the subjects rated excellent in understand-
ing directions; two rated good; two rated fair; and
f'our rated poor.
(5) none of the subjects rated excellent in following
directions; two rated good; one rated fair; and
five rated poor.
These findings along with cla••room observation and cu-
mulative records indicate that the investigator is able to study
and delineate behavior characteristics related to performance.
It was from these findings that the investigator constructed the
work and reward record sheet to study the effect of a prevoca-
tional training program on performance utilizing a reinforcement
technique.
The investigator presents the above results of testing
(Hand and Tool Dexterity; Minnesota Rate of Manipulation; and
Purdue Pegboard) in Table 2.
TABLE 2
RBStLTSOF nIB HAND AND TOOL DEXTERITY. MINNESOTA
RATE OF MAN IPULATI<l'I , PURDUE PEGBOARD TEST
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Observable
Characteristics N Excellent Good Fair Poor
Bffort N 0 2 2 4
Comprehension N 0 1 4 3
Recall N 0 2 2 4
Understanding N 0 2 2 4
Directions
Following Directions N 0 2 1 5
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2. Whether behavior related to performance can be modi-
fied by prevocational training utilizing a reinforcement technique?
Evidence gathered in the course of four weeks of experi-
ence indicated that a reinforcement program enhances prevocational
training. It was observed by the investigator that a reinforce-
ment program not only modified student behavior, but teacher
behavior, as .ell.
3. Whether prevocational training utilizing a reinforce-
ment program influences performance of a selected group of men-
tally retarded adolescent boys?
Re.ults (present investigation) indicate that perform-
ance of the selected mentally retarded adolescent boys was sig-
nificantly effected by a prevocational ~raining period. Per-
formance of the selected subjects showed greater success on a
given task when the .ubjec~ received success during a prevo-
cational training period (demonstration lesson). It was quite
evident throughout the four weeks of experiment that the effect
of high success during a prevocational training period resulted
in high success in per~ormance.
SUMMARY
The present study indicates that the investigator is
able to study and delineate behavior characteristics o£ the
selected mentally retarded adolescent boys; that behavior can
be modified by prevoea~ional training utilizing a reinforce-
ment technique; and that prevocational training significantly





The purpose of the present study is not to indicate
that a reinforcement technique represents a panacea in terms
of managing and training mentally retarded adolescent boys.
There is, however, &IIple reaearch data to support the effect
o:freinforceaent technique on performance. It does appear
that reinforce.ent can permanently and effectively modify
behavior.
The most important principle ot operanteonditioning
is the principle of reinforcement. The principle refers to
the observation that there are certain environmental events,
commonly called reward, that an individual will work to pro~
duce. We influence others wi th thes. events when we reward
behavior that we "ish to make more frequent. These rewarding
events are more technically referred to aa reinforcers.
Most teachers have 90me system of cla••roo. and pupil
control which is intended to enhance effective performance.
In most cases, an interested teacher with a flexible curricu-
lum, well-organized lesson plans, and a realistic goal setting
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system is sufficient to provide the structure, motivation-
bolstering, and reward essential to success in performance.
Of equal importance is the ability to de~ine the pupil's educa~
tional needs; develop realistic goal sets; provide direction,
training and guidance; and encourage gradual continued success
through reinforcement technique ox praise and reward.
In order for success in performance to occur, the
pupil must be motivated to attend, concentrate and respond to
stimuli. The pupil who is continually given work beyond his
basic skills or ability seldom experiences success sufficient
to aoti""ate him to greater success. Obviously, a strong, well ..
organized system of rewards is essential.
Children can be taught appropriate responses through
conditioning procedures which are sure to reinforce or reward
the specific behavior desired. What is necessary is the de-
velopment of a reinforcement program around the appropriate
responses that have been clearly identified. Furthermore, to
be e£fective, the technique must provide for immediate rewards
to the single pupil when necessary, and must also encourage
total classroom support.
On the basis of available studies, several simple prin-
ciples have emerged which can and should be used in any prevo-
cational training program interested in modifying student be-
havior and improve performance. These might be briefly sum-
marized as follows:
1. Prevocational training lessons can be programmed
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according to the student's level of development and achievement.
2. Materials to be learned can be systematically organ-
ized (programmed)e
3. Desirable behavior should be immediately rewarded.
4. Rewards should be attainable a£ter a reasonable
amount of effort.
The investigator has attempted to utilize these concepts
in a prevocational program.
The present study utilized a realistic workshop-class
setting in which to investigate the effects of prevocational
training utilizing a rein£orcement technique on performance of
eight selected mentally retarded adolescent boys.
The results indicated that performance is significantly
effected by prevocational training utilizing a reinforcement
technique on a series of experimental woodworking projects, such
that prevocational tra.ining with high success results in better
performance than does prevocational training with low success.
With the eigh~ selected mentally retarded adolescent boys, it
was observed that performance following prevocational training
with low success did not differ £rom that occurring when no
prevocational training was given. Evidence gathered in the
course of four weeks of experiment indicated that a reinforce-
m.ent program is essential to prevocational traininge
Pennies were used as positive reinforcers throughout
the present studYe When the subjects indicated they were
ready for work, shirt sleeves rolled up, aprons on, stock
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placed on their work-bench and seated at their assigned study-
bench, the investigator marked their daily work and reward
record, and immediately gave a penny to the subjects who were
ready. The subjects who were not ready the investigator did
not mark their record in any way, but just passed them by. In
the process of rewarding the investigator would ask one of the
subjects, Itwhy are you receiving this penny?" If the subject
answered correctly, he immediately would receive another penny.
This served to stimula~e the non-ready subjects to get up and
prepare their stock. After a few days of such a procedure it
was observed that all subjects were receiving a penny for their
appropriate behavior of readiness to work, a reward which was
easily attained without too much effort. A first success was
very important to the subjects. Not experiencing failure,
which they had been accustomed to, bolstered their motivation
to perform better, thus stimulating them to work for the next
reward.
The investigator observed that the subjects with dis-
tractibility, inattentiveness, hyperactivity, and lack of selt-
control were greatly effected by a rein£orcement technique.
Certainly, social tolerance is basic to the operation of any re-
inforcement system. As long as the child is a part of the
class, he is a m.mber of a social system that can be managed to
control his behavior. A noticeable change in behavior was ob-
served in cases II, III, IV and VII, Chapter II.
Daily programmed demonstration lessons are essential to
the success of a prevocational training program. It was clearly
indicated during the four weeks of experiment, that the success
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in performance of the eight selected mentally retarded adolescent
boys was due to the investigator's daily programmed demonstration
lessons, Appendix Band C. Demonstration lessons must be pro-
grammed to the subject's level of development and achievement.
A step-by-step demonstration lessorl must ~~ taugl'1t r..efore actual
construction of a project is begun. The subject's success in
performance is the! result of a step-by-step demonstration lesson.
If the subject is unable to understand the lesson and procedures
to follow, he will experience failure, thus, adding another to
his long list of failures. It is important that the teacher 80
program his lessons to assure success. He must use every pos-
sible means, such as, audio-visual aids, bulletin board dis-
plays, picture plans ot construction, even be a ham actor if
the need arises. Only when the teacher has exhausted all the
possible means can he conclude that the subject's performance
is a success or failure.
One of the influencing variables effecting performance
is the subjectts expectancy level (goal setting). Though it
wasn't the purpose of this investigation to study the effect
of goal setting on performance, the investigator could not
ignore this- technique and its effect on the eight selec~ed
mentally ~etarded adolescent boys. Each day after the demon-
stration lesson was given, the investigator asked each subject,
"Yesterday you earned (so many pennies), that was great I Today
I am sure you can earn more. How many pennies will you earn
today?" The subject's expectancy scores were immediately
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recorded on an expectancy level, chart placed on the bulletin
board in constant view of the subject. A record ot all score•
• ere kept, expectancy scores and actual pert'ormanee scores. A
daily and weekly comparison was made, Chapter III, Table 1;
Chapter III, Figure 1. The present study indicated that goal
setting was a significant variable influencing the performance
o'L the subjects. Subjects who tended to be realistic in their
goal setting experienced success. Subject. who tended to be
unrealistic in their goal setting did not achieve success. It
was observed that this was the ~ir.t step to ••l~-realization.
As educator. we tend to underestimate the potential of
a retarded child, tend to determine :for him a low expectancy
level. If we ••t high goals tor the mentally retarded, he will,
with proper programmed le••ons and reinforcement techniques,
achieve high goals. Success is determined by realistic goal
setting_
Retarded children are capable of imitation. P'or the
purpose of this atlldy, the investigator hi••elf and appointed
partners (SUbjects) were IIOdel. tor the slow perform.ers. It
was indicated during the four .eeks o-L experiaent, that success
in pertormance was related in part to the partner in the given
task.
SUDIlIary
The purpose of the pre8en~ study was to investigate
the effect of prevocational training utilizing a reinforce-
ment technique on per~ormance of eight selected mentally re-
t.arded adolescent boy••
Bxpectancy and i.itation techniques were two variable.
that could not be ignored in the overall picture of the present
study.
The eight selected mentally retarded adolescent boys
were given prograa.m.ed daily prevocational training lessons,
Appendix A and B, under similar conditions. Bach subject fol-
lowing a prevocational training lesson was required, during
the ~our weeks o'L experi1l8nt, to construct three experimental
woodworking projects. Projects were designed by the investi-
gator in accordance with the subjects' level ot development
and achievement: (1) basic project (Appendix C); (2) indivi-
dual project (Appendix e)i (3) group project (Appendix C).
Pennies were utilized a.reinforcers during the four
weeks of experiment. As the subject demonstrated appropriat.e
behavior the inve.tigator imaediately rewarded hi. with a
penny, thus stimulating the subject to the next step in per~
formance.
Results indicate that a prevocational training prograa,
utilizing a reinforceaent technique, significantly influence
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the per£ormance o~ the eight selected mentally retarded
adolescent boys; that a reinforcement technique is a positive
factor in a prevocational training program. Both expectancy
(goal setting) and imitation (model) proved to be significant
variables influencing performance.
It was indicated that six of the subjects were signifi-
cantly effected by the pre.en~ program. The investigator ob-
served a change in perception which altered behavior. Two of
the subjects were not signifioantly effected by the present
program. Yet, in light of the time factor, one cannot conclude
failure. It would be very interesting to observe the outcome of
such a program i£ the time had been extended?
The investigator is unable to relate all his classroom
observations; this would be beyond the scope of the present
investigation. However, one factor must be underlined, that
such a program did not only modify student-behavior, but teacher
(investigator)-behavior as well.
Through such a reinforcement technique, mentally retard-
ed children begin to experience success. The success experi-
enced by the eight mentally retarded adolescent boys is indica-
tive of the influence of prevocational training utilizing a
reint'orcement technique on performance.
Experimental programs utilizing a reinforcement tech..
nique should be devised and applied in class.s tor exceptional
children to elicit success in per:formance. Teachers must build
the retardate's success potential; only then can succe8S itself
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APPENDIX C
Samples of Prevocational Demonstration Lessons
For the purpose of the present study the following
lessons were programm.ed by the investigator, and used during
the prevocation demonstration period; one hour per day for
four weeks.
nte development of skill comes through repetition or
processes involved in projects done in the course of an
allotted class period. ntese projects should arise from the
interests and experiences of the pupil. They should appeal
to him because ot their utility or other qualities. Standard
workmanship should be in harmony with the achievement to be
expected of pupils within a given level. Standards should
also be related to individual capacity. For the purpose ox
the present study a standard of workmanship was set up by the
investigator in harmony with the achievement o£ the eight
selected mentally retarded adolescent boys who were assigned
to the A and 8 non"acadeDdc trainable level.
During the actual construction of projects a demon-
stration of processes and the use and care of tools in con-
formance with accepted indu.~rial practice was given as often
as necessary.




(1) basic project ( marble game)
(2) individual project (shoe shine box )
(3) group project ( seat and book chest )
Definition of Terms
BASIC PROJECT
A basic projeet is one that is undertaken at the be-
ginning of a course to develop some m.easure of skill in the
use of fundaaental tools and in fundamental processes.
For the purpose of the pre.ent study the mentally re-
tarded subjects worked on a basic project at the same ttae and
under the same conditions. The project was liaited in scope
so that the subjects .ere able to have it completed within a
weeks time.
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT
An individual project may be o~ the pupil's own choice,
or may be suggested by the teacher.
For the purpose of the present study the individual
project incorporated the elements found in constructing the
basic project, plus the use of other tools and processes which
required demonstration by the investigator.
GROUP PROJBCT
A group project 1s one that requires the combine<i activ-
ity of two or more pupils. It is valuable in that it fosters such
traits as leadership, cooperation and respect for the activity of
others.
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The group project constructed during this investigation,
pleasure of the subjects, was donated to Sister Justa, the
School Principal. Such bolstering motivation cannot be ignored
in a classroom setting.
Lesson Plan Used in the Present Study
I till!.:
v
Topic to be covered.
II INVESTIGATOR'S PREPARATION:
Tools, materials, models, visual aids.
III PREPARATION Q!.. THE SUBJECTS:
Questions on real life situations, general
knowledge or hobbies.
IV DEMONSTRATION:
Demonstration by the investigator. Emphasis on
di£ficult elements of the process. Trials by
typical pupils to assure understanding and
ability to do the operation.
SAFETY:
Emphasis on safety in "shop-class".
VI SUMMARY:
Review of the sequence of component steps.
Questions to bring out the highlights of the les.on.
VII APPLICATION:
Application ot the process to the project being
constructed. Alertness on the part of the
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investigator to give assistance and determine the
need for redemonstration.
Projects Used in ~he Present Study
After a cursive survey of literature found in POPULAR
MECHANICS , FLYING CHIP, FUNDAMENTALS OF WOOIMORKING,
BASY WOO~ORKING PROJBCTS FOR BOYS, and various HOMB
AND GARDBN aaga.zin•• , the following projects were
selected by the subjects the•••lves.
( 1) BASIC PROJECT - The marble game
( 2) INDIVIWALPROJBCT - The shoe shine box
( 3) GROUP PROJECT .. Chest and seat




DBM<:tfSTRATICt{ LESSm PLAN 1
AIM:-
To teach pupils how to prepare the working edge.
INVESTIGATOR'S PREPARATICt{:
Have on hand - -






PREPARATICl'f OF nm PUPIL:---.......--_.... -- - ---
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Bolstering motivation through questioning: use
of games, materials used in making games; source of
lumber.
DBM~STRATI~:
1. How to use and set a Block and Jack Plane
2. How to mark the project wi~h numbers for
identit'ication
3. How to recognize the best edge
4. How to use the woodworking vise
5. How to plane the working edge
6. How to test the edge with a try square and ruler
7. When the edge is satisfactory, label it No. #1
SUMMARY:
1. Explain the setting of a Block and Jack Plane
2. Why is i t necessary to identify your project?
3. How do you recognize an edge?
4. What is the first step in planing a working edge?
5. What is the purpose of the woodworking vise?
SAFETY:
Hazard of splinters
Correct method of checking a plane
APPLlCATI~:
Pupils prepare their stock
DBMONSTRATI~... LESSON PLAN 2'w __
AIM:-
To teach pupils how to reduce stock to length and
width
INVESTIGATOR'S PREPARATION:
Have on hand - -






PRBPARATI00 QE. !!!! PUPIL:
Questioning about previou8 operations
DBMOOSTRATlOO :
1. How to sqaare an end and test i t wi th the try
square. When the end is sati at'ac tory, 1abe1 i t
No. #2.
2. How to aeasure to length and draw line. (Draw
a waste line ~tt from the length line to allow
~or sawing and planing).
How to identi£y and use a crossout saw. Bmpha-
size stopping on the line indicating length.
4. Show how chaater aethod is used in planing the end.
5. How to test end wi th the try square. When end is
satisfactory, label it No.3.
6. How to measure to width. (allow tor waste line ).
7 • How to identify and use a rip saw.
8. How to cut on a waste line.
9. How to plane edge to diaension line.
10. How to test the edge with the try square. When
the edge i. satisfactory, label it No. #4.
SUMMARY:
Why is it necessary to allow a waste line atter you
measure ~h. length?
When i. a cro••cut saw used?
How do you identify a crosscut saw?
When is a rip saw used?
How do you. identity a rip saw?
SAFBTY:
Starting the cut on the back strock
Correcting ~he position of the fingers when guiding
the saw.
APPLlCATlOO:




To teach pupils how to layout work and bore.
INVESTlGA.TOR'S PREPARATION:








PRBPAJt6..TICfi OF mE PUPIL:--_..........._... - - _.......-
Bo18tering aotivation through questioning. What is
the reason for laying out a job?
OBMONSTRATION :
How to layout centers for holes.
How to put an auger bit into the brace. Identify
the parts of the bit and brace.
How to us. the auger bi t and brace. Prepare for
boring by aaking shallow pilot hole with a scratch
awl. (At this ti•• explain the use ot the scratch
aWl). Us. the auger biot until the spur acor•• the
board ca••ply, then turn the board and drill from
other.ide.
SUMMARY:
Why is it necessary to layout your work accurately?
How do you insert a bit into the brace?
What i. the purpose of the jaw.?
SAFBTY:
Method o'L carrying the brace and bit.
Correct method of testing to find out whether the
bit is coalog through the board.
APPLICATION:
Pupils proceed to prepare ~heir stock.
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DBMONSTRATI(]*{. LESSCl'i~ !





Block and Jack plane
Wood Files; Flat, Round, Taper, Half round and Wood
Sand Paper Block Rasp.
Sand Paper .. different grades - Medium course; MediUII
tine; Fine and Very fine.
PRBPARATICI'i £!. nIB PUPIL:
Bolstering motivation through questioning to deter~
aine the best shape of the leading edge.
DBM~STRATION :
How to lay OU~ a curve. (us. a flexible steel
ruler or template ).
How to p lane the leading edge.
How to use the different types of wood til•••
How to sandpaper - make brief aention of the grades
of sandpaper.
SUMMARY:
What tools aay be used in laying out a curve?
Would you plane with the grain or across the grain
while shaping the leading edge?
Why is sandpaper used?
Do you sandpaper with the grain or aero•• 'the grain?
Why?
SAFBTY:
Us. bench brush when relllOving sandpaper dust.
APPLlCATIOO" :
Pupils proceed to prepare their stock.
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DBMONSTRATION LESSON PLAN .5
To teach pupils how to prepare and attach the sides.
INVESTIGATOR'S PRBPARATION:
Have on hand .. ..
2 pieces of stock 3/8" x 12 ..~tt xl.. 3/4"
1 piece of stock 3/8ft x 8 tt X 1 - 3/4"
Mitre Box and Mitre Saw
Nail Ha1DDler
Coping saw ( plus blades )
Nail Set
Jack and Block Plane
Wire brads l~ft long, No. #15.
PREPARATICl'f OF THE PUPIL:_........- ......_- - ---- .-.........
Bolstering motivation through questioning: Why are
the aides necessary?
OBMCftSTRATION:
How to plane working edges on all pieces.
How to use a iii tre box to square ends, on the two
long pieces and cut to the length, 11 .. 314ft •
How to us. dividers, allowing a slight waste for
sawing and filing.
How to put a blade in a coping saw.
How to use a coping saw.
How to us. a wood tile to reduce to line.
How to face plane and sandpaper.
How to cut the back piece to the overall width of
the gaae ( 8" ).
How to brad on the sides and back.
How to nail the back piece to the aide pieces.
How to use the nail set.
SUMMARY:
What ia a mitre box and .itre saw?
What is the difference between a copinO saw and a
crosscut saw?




Keep both hands on the coping saw.
Take care in unlocking safety catches on mitre box.
Carry pointed tools with the points guarded.
APPLICATION:
Pupil proceeds to prepare stock.
DBM<JiSTRATION I3BSSCtI PLAN 6- .......---_..........- -.....-- .- -.
To put a finish on the project.
INVBSTlGATOR'S PRBPARATION:




Filler ( putty or plastic wood )
PREPARATION OF THE PUPIL:......---_......--- - - -----
Bolstering motivation through questioning: How
can we improve the appearance of the project?
DBMCJ4lSTRATICJ4l :
How to use a filler ( plastic wood ).
How to dip the bursh and remove surplus shellac on
the side of the container.
How to apply shellac without laps showing_
Shellac with grain.
Cover the surface only once.
Two thin coats are better than one heavy one.
Allow projects to dry in dust~free room.
Wash the brush immediately after using it.
How to clean brushes- use a shellac solvent, then
wash the brush in soap and water.
How to prepare and apply a second coat.
( Rub down lightly with fine steel wool or sand-
paper ).
Apply the second, thin coat, as above.
SUMMARY:
What do we use to fill nail holes before 8hel1acing?
and why?
Why is the excess shellac wiped off the brush?




Use caution in applying shellac.
When you have been using shellac, wash your hands
be£ore eating.
Do not inhale shellac or solvent fumes unnecessarily.
APPLlCATICJi:
Pupil prepares to proceed to finish projec~.
II INDIVIDUAL PR~SCT
PROCEDURB:
For the purpose of this study eDlphasie was placed on
the development of the pupil'. ability to analyze a pro-
ject in woodworking. Such analysis involved regard for
size and design, selection of stock, layout, consideration
ot necessary tools, processes and other requirem.ents,
safety precautions and evaluation of the finished product.
The practice of analyzing develops initiative and ••If ..
reliance.
PRINTED DIRECTIONS:
Pupils were taught to plan and construct projects in
accordance with printed directions, such as a working
drawing.
The following steps were involved in this procedure:
1. Comprehending the printed instructions.
2. Reading a .orking drawing.
3. Seeking additional information i:t the instructions
were not clear.
4. Constructing the project and chec.king operations
~requently.
5. Rvaluating the *inished product •
...SAMPLE Qf. JOB SHBBT ~!!i THIS STUDY:
MAKING ~ SHOB SHINS BOX - individual project
To make a shoe shine box.
PREPARATICJi:
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Preliminary discussion with the investigator
regarding --
1. Purpose and value ot job.
2. Difficulties in inderstanding or following
directions.
3. Points or steps that require extra care.
4. Any new steps requiring demonstration.
TOOLS ~ MATERI ALS :
TCXLS:





Mitre box and saw
Try square
Woodwork files
Various grades ot sandpaper
Brace and auger bi t
Various sizes of nail sets
Block and Jack plane
Flat head screw driver
MATERIAL.§.:
2 pieces of stock - 3/4ft x 5 _~tt X 9 - \:tit = ENDS2 :2
2 pieces of stock .. 3/4" x 3" x 10" = SIDES
1 piece of stock - 3/4" x 12" = TOP
1 piece o~ stock .. 3/8" x 3/4" x 3n :: CLEAT
1 piece of stock - 3/4" x 1 - ~" X 1011 :c BRACE
1 piece of stock - 3/4,ft X 4" x 10" :: BOT'TCM
2 pieces of stock - 3/4ft x 1 - ~" X 7 ft ::: FEBT
l~" RHB wood _.ewa







1. Reduce stock to size. (using crosscut or rip saw)
2. Layout and trace pattern on stock for the two side. of
the shoe shine box.
3. Cut out ends with jig saw to get required angle.
4. ky out and cut sides using the IIi tre box for a square
end and required size.
s. Layout and cut top with a rip saw or crosscut saw to
required size.
6. Layout and cut out brace to the required size, using
the aitre box to square off ends.
7. Layout and cut out legs to the required size, using a
rip saw. Square off ends on the mitre box.
8. Bevel ends of leg8 with file and sandpaper.
9. Round top with file and sandpaper.
10. Sandpaper all required pieces before assem.bling.
11. Nail the sides and bottom together c
12. Nail ends to side and bottom.
13. Nail brae. and top piece, then nail between ends.
14. Nail teet and cleat in place.
IS. Sand slBOoth and round edges.
16. Stain shoe shine box with desired finish ( stain, varnish,
etc. )
BVALUATION:
1. Practical value of the project.
2. Layout de.ign.
3. Suitability of finish
4. Workmanship: Understanding and following
directions J accuracy, proper us. ot tools, and
proper safety precautions used.
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III GROUP PROJECT
A group project is one that requires the combined
activity ot two or more pupils. It is valuable in
that it fosters such traits as leadership, cooper-
ation and respect for the activity of others. The
pupils in this study selected the "seat and book
chest" as their project.
GENERAL PLAN:---_... .........-
The subjects were assigned to two groups. A foreman
was selected from the eight mentally retarded adoles-
cent subjects. The planning of the project included
the purpose of the project, the design, suitable
materials, component parts, details of construction,
stain finish and evaluation.
1. The ~oreman oversees the activities o~ the group.
2. Individual. were assigned to the construction of




c) Reducing materials to size
d) Preparing the finish
e) Work inspection of component parts
f) Assembling
g) Applying decoration ( if needed )
h) Attaching handles, hooks and other accessories
SAMPLE OF JOB SHEET USED IN THIS STUDY:....._--- ------
How to cons~ruct a Seat and Book Chest.
PREPARATION:
Preliainary discussion with the investigator re-
garding .. -
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1. The purpose and value of group activity
2. Difficulties in understanding and following directions
3. The importance of cooperation in group activity
4. Points and steps that require extra care







Mitre box and saw
Try square
Various woodworking £iles
Screw drive - ( flat head )
MATERIALS:
Brace and bit ( auger )
Countersink for screws
Block and Jack plane
Jig saw
Various sizes of nail sets
Sandpaper block
2 picaces of fir plywood - ~tt X 14" x 31" ::: front and back
2 pieces of fir plywood - \;u x 14ft x 15" :: sides
1 piece of fir plywood - ~tt x 16 - \" x 32" == top ( lid )
1 piece of fir plywood ~~t1 x IS" x 29" = bottom
1 piece of fir plywood ~1f x 6" X 15ft ~ inside divider?
4 pieces of s-pine - 1" x 1" x 12~~" ::: corners
2 pieces of ...pine - 5/8" x 2" x 13" : top decoration ( sides)
1 piece of ....pine
2 bra.s hinges
2 brass handles
s/a ft x 2 - 5/8" x 27 .. 3/4" ::: top decoration
( back )
12 ~" x 2 ft stove bolts
20 1-\" #8 wood screws
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PROCBDURE:
1. Reduce stock to size, using cro••cut or rip saw.
2. Layout and trace pattern on stock for the front
and back pieces.
3. Layout and trace pattern on stock tor the two
side pieces.
4. Cut out curves of legs ~or the front, back, and
two side pieces on a jig saw.
5. Square and cutout top piece.
6. Layout and trace decorations for top piece out
of white pine.
7 • Cut out decorationa on a jig saw.
8. Cut out corners using the mitre box and saw to
square off the ends.
9. Cut out divider to required aeasurements, using a
rip saw or a cro••cut saw.
10. When all coaponent parts are cut out, prepare each
part 'Lor sanding t using v&xiousgrades of sand-
paper. (sand block should be used ).
11. When sanding is co.pleted. a.s.able cOJlPOnent parts
u8ing wood glue, l~tt finishing nail., 1\ - #8 wood
screw., and \it x 2" stove bolt8.
12. When all pieces are a••••bled, prepare project for
staining and varnishing.
13. When stain and varnish is completely dried, attach
hinge. and handle. to project.
EVALUATION :
1. Practical value of the project.
2. Suitability o~ finish.
3. Accuracy in layout design.
4. Workmanship:
a) Understanding and following directions.
b) COOperation with co~work.r.
c) Proper use of toole.
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Ullman, Leonard P. and Krasner, eds. Case
Studies in Behavior Modi:fication. NEW"YORK:
Ho1~, Rinehart and Winston, 1965, 339 - 347.
A study made of the ef£ectiveness of operant
conditioning performance in forty-six mentally
retarded (institutionalized) children. It was
concluded that the technique was of value for
rapid developing discrimination in retardation.
CANDLAND, D., MANNING, S. ttElementary learning patterns in
mental retardates." Journal of Mental Defici-
ency. 8, August, 1966, 57 - 75. This paper
consists of five experimental reports in which
the authors have attempted to isolate specific
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learning patterns in children o£ varying
degrees of retardation: (1) the influence of
the kind of reinforcement employed; (2) the
etfect o~ the duration ot the delay of reward
on performance; (3) the eftect of altering the
quantity of reinforce.ent; (4) the role of inter-
trial interval; (5) does the phenomenon "remi ..
ni.,cence't occur in forgetting?
DOUGLAS, K. "Studying learning patterns of mental retardates."
Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa., 1967. This
research propos.s to ascertain what constitutes
schedules of conditioning for reta.rdates in learn..
ing situations.
BIMARDS, M., LILLY, R. ttOperant condi tioning: an application to
behaviora.l proble.s in groups." Mental Retard-
ation. 4, April, 1966, 18 - 25. This study
indicates that behavioral patterns of destructive
retarded patients can be aodified by operant con..
ditioning principles.
GOB, Roger. ftOperant conditioning of retardate•• " Ohio State
University, Coluabu8, Ohio, 1966. This research
evaluates reint'orcement context, and investi-
gates discrimination or stimulus control pro-
cedures.
MAZIK, Kenneth, MACNAMARA, Roger. "Operant conditioning at the
training school." American Journal of Mental
Deficiency. 4, 1965, 153 - 159. A pilot study
representing a final effort by the clinical and
cottage life division to effectively manage and
train eight mentally retarded children, Who,
because of their extre.. acting out and destruc-
tive bebayio~were being considered tor disen ..
rollment. In this pilot study it is seen that
operant conditioning does have an effect on the
behavior patterns of the mentally retarded child.
ORLANDO,Rober-t. "Reinforcement functions in the mentally retard-
ed." George Peabody College for Teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 1966, This res.arch work exaaines
the role otreinf'orc••ent in 'the learning and
performance of the m.entallyretarded.
ROSBN, Marvin, WBRLBNSKY, Barbara and Diggor. "Prediction, level
of aspiration, and expectancy of success in
institutionalized and non-institutionalized re-
tardates." Paper presented at the 90th annual
meeting of the American Association on Mental
Deficiency, Chioago, Illinois, May, 1966. The
relation aaong level of aspiration, prediction
ot perfor1l8nce, and exr.>eetancy success in this
paper was investigated.
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TRAVERS, REID, VAN WAGBNEN. "Research on reinforcement and its
implications for education."Educational Re-
search, 1966, 223 .. 230. The concept of rein-
:torce.ent bas had substantial impact on educa-
tional thought during the last decade, and at
least some impact on educational practice. A
very extensive survey of the research litera-
ture involving the concept of rein~orce.ent
has been under'taken as a part ot a project for
the cooperative research branch, U. S. A.
This paper is based on the above research.
tn.J..MAN, L., KRASNER, L. "Case studies in behavior modification. n
NBW YORK: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965. A
collection o~ research papers concerned with the
application o:t operant conditioning procedures.
The use of operant condi tioning to analyze and
modify behavior in mental retardated, teaching
and disciplining mentally retarded in the clas8~
room.
WINSCHEL. j J. "Performance of normal and mentally retarded
children on selected motor and intellectual tasks
as a function of operant conditioning." Disser-
tation Abstracts, 25 (11): 6443. The recognized
importance of motivation in the teaching~learn­
ing proce8s, the necessity of accurate evaluation
by teachers. The study investigate. the perform..
&nee of mentally retarded boys, on five selected
tasks of mo~or and intellectual ability as a
function o~ three test incentive conditions. The
findings related to incentive conditions suggest
that the pertormance of retarded children may be
inversely related to the amount of social inter-






ttThe retarded in the work world." In: Lord
Francis E., ed. Work education tor educable
retarded Yeuth. Los Angeles, California State
College, 1964, 3 - 7. RecolDDlendations: (1)
schools prepare the MR for work in society;
(2) training programs emphasize general rather
than speci£ic skills; (3) work-shops be recog-
nized aa important adjuncts to the school
program.
UBlements ot succes8~ul work education program."
In: Lord Francis E., ed. Work education :for
educable youth. Los ~les, California State
College, 1964, 43 - 46. Since increasing em-
phasis is placed on getting the disabled back
into society, training programs should center
around developing general skills and person-
ality traits suitable fox many areas of work.
"Work assessment of secondary youth in the
Minneapolis school project. tt In: Lord Francis
E., ed. Work education for educable retarded
youth. Los Angeles, California State College,
1964, 7 - 11. The vocational program for the
MR in Minneapolis was described. It was stated
that, at a suitable time in hi. development,
the pupil is transferred from the special edu-
cation classes to voca~ional training classes.
Evaluation, placement, .flexibility, and coun-
seling further the aim. of maximum self-
sufficiency. Findings of this project: (1)
individual intelligence variation needs con-
tinual assessment for adequate planning; (2)
academic achievement rather than 1Q should be
the criterion for regular class placement; (3)
training in specific skills is as valuable a
program ingredient as training in general work
attitudes and personal adjustment.
DB PROSPO, ROSENZWEIG and SHAINMAN. "A follOW-up program -Lor
the mentally retarded." American Journal of
Mental Deficiency. 53, October, 1948, 353 -
362. Discusses importance of treating each
retardate a8 an individual and using tests to
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evaluate each one's potential skills. Treat-
ing the retardate as different and individually
will lead to more production from the retardate.
FLBMMING J J. "Understanding the retarded c1ient • ft Journal
of Rehabilitation. March-April, 1963, p. 21.
A discussion of the tests used to show that
retardates can learn a job.
GRAGERT, H. "Differential diagnosis, training and job
placement for the mentally retarded." Journal
of Rehabilitation. May - June, 1965, p. 35.
Report on a program instituted by Goodwill in
Kansas City to prepare mentally retarded
adolescents for employment.
JERVIS, G. "Medical aspects ox mental retardation."
Journal of Rehab!IitatioD • November -December,
1962, p. 34. This article discusses briefly
the medical aspect. of aental retardation in
an attempt to clarity many of the probl•••
which confront the teacher, rehabilitation
counselors and other professionals in their
work with the mentally retarded.
KIRK, S. "Voca.tional rehabilitation: an educatorts
critique on past, present and future pro-
gram. in vocational training and rehabilita-
tion of exceptional children." In proceedings
of the 1957 Spring conference of the Woods
School, Langhorne, Pa. The Woods Schools, 1957.
KOLSTOB, OLIVER, and FREY. "A high school work-study program
for mentally subnormal students." ILLINOIS.
Southern Illinois University Press, 1965.
The authors describe the oharacteristics of
the mentally subnormal, the organization o£
a high school work-study program, the phases
of the work program and the associated academic
program. 111e appendices suggest a curriculwa
for a four ..year program, evaluation and job
analysis.
SMITH, Michael itA study of personal characteristics desirable
tor vocational success ot aentally deficient."
American Journal of Mental Deficiency. 55, July,
1950, 139 - 143. This study compiled data which
were utilized to construct an index ot employ-
ment and personal charac~eristic. designed as an
aid in the vocational training of the mentally
deficient, and their subsequent placement in
industry.
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NEUHAUS, E. ttA unique pre -vocational program for educable
retardates." f.fental Retardation. 3, 1965,
19 - 21. A pre-vocational training program
for retarded adolescents was described. The
primary goal was cited as the evaluation of
employment of the MR in normal competitive
industrial and commercial settings. An impor-
tant £actor in the project involved the pre-
vocational training program. tor BMRs who
attended public school secondary speci.al
classes. The need of a realis't.:i.c pl:e-voca-
tional preparation was stipulated.
WALKER, j. 1. "Psychological tests as predictors of
vocational adjustment." American Journal ot
Mental Deficiency. 56, October, 1951,
429 - 432. This article discusses the relation-
ship of various types of psychological tests
to the prediction of vocational adjustment. It
contains suggestions as to the use of such tests.
u.s. Depar"tment of Health and Welfare. "Preparation of. mentally
retarded youth for gainful employment." Office
of Education, bulletin 1959, No. 28. A report,
which discusses the programs for mentally re-
tarded adolescents (educables) whose beha.vioral
and physical abilities are sufficient for ulti-
mate successful adjustments in competitive
employment.
CAMPBELL, J. "A Work Experience program for the Mentally Re-
tarded in their Last Year of School." This re-
search concerns the provision of a half-day work
experience program for fifty mentally retarded
adolescents who are within one year of completion
of their school program.
MACULANS, E. ttpre-vocationalExploration in Co1lUJlunity Living."
Henryton State Hospital, Henryton, Maryland, 1961
This research proposes to work with forty-eight
of four hundred residents to demonstrate the in-
creased effectiveness of skill and habit develop-
ments through concentrated training_
NAGLER, Benedict. "Pre-Vocational Training. n Nagler, Benedict,
Lynchburg Training School and Hospital, Colony,
Virginia, 1967. This research proposes to ex-
tend and improve pre-vocational training programs
£or mentally retarded adolescents in an institu-
tional setting. Bmphasis is placed on allowing
each individual trainee to progress at his own
rate in any number of training areas.
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MBNTAL RETARDATICI'l RESEARCH PROJECTS, 1967
"The OCcupational Success of the Retarded: Critical
Factors, Predictive Tests and Remedial Techniques."
Laradon Hall Society, Denver, Colorado. 1961. The
purpose of the research project is to develop new
methods for evaluating and training mentally retarded
adolescents for jobs through a better understanding
of critical performance and behavior xactors. To
develop training and therapeutic techniques for re-
medial use in these cri-tical areas of functioning
to more efficiently prepare retarded adolescents for
employment.
"Automation in Vocational Training ot Mentally III and/
or Retarded Adolescents." The Devereux Foundation.
Devon J Pennsylvania. 1967. The purpose of the research
project is to develop and evaluate the e££ectiveness of
automated instruction as a method of conveying vocation-
al information to adolescent students. Automated lesson
units are programaed to develop both specific vocational
areas such as automotive repair, carpentry, printing,
and in general vocational areas such as employment pro-
cedures, social security, and budgeting.
"The E:tficacy of Prevocational Curriculum and Services
Designed to Rehabilitate slow learners, who are school
drop-out, delinquency and unemployment Prone."
Champaign Community Unit 4 Schools, Champaign, Illinois.
1967. The purpose of this research study is to test the
effectiveness of a prevocational curriculum and prevoca-
tional services designed to rehabilitate slow learners.
"An Assessment of Vocational Realisa in Educable Mentally
Retarded Adolescents. tt Psychology Clinic School, Uni-
versityof Cali£ornia t Los Angeles, California. 1967.
The purpose of the present study is to determine if
educable mentally retarded adolescents, nearing the
terminal point of their formal education, are realistic
in their vocational plans. The term "realistic" refers
to the ability o£ the BMR adolescent to assess his job
potentia.l in terms of his limited intellectual capacity.
